This paper presents an approximate algorithm to obtain a posteriori intervals of probability, when available information is also given with intervals. The algorithm uses probability trees as a mean of represent and compute with the convex sets of probabilities associated to the intervals.
Introduction
Bayesian networks are graphical structures used to e ciently represent joint probability distributions. The network structure encodes the independence relations among the variables. Some di erent tasks can be performed over Bayesian networks. One of the most common is the computation of posterior marginals given that the value of some variables is known. This task is called probability propagation. In this way Bayesian networks are a powerful tool to build probabilistic Expert systems.
One of the main problems when we are building Bayesian networks is the introduction of the big number of initial exact probabilities . It can be very di cult for experts to give such amount of precise probabilities. Very often, an expert is more comfortable giving an interval of probability than an precise probability. Even, if we use a learning algorithm to obtain probabilities, it is possible that we have small samples for certain con gurations of variables in a distribution. Then, also in this case it can be more appropriate to estimate some kind of imprecise probabilities. For an expert, one of the most natural ways of giving imprecise probabilities is by means of interval of probabilities.
In general the use of imprecise probabilities models is useful in many situations. We can emphasize the following situations 57]:
When we have few information to evaluate probabilities 53, 54, 56] . When available information is not speci c enough. For example, when we extract balls from an urn with 10 balls, where 5 are red and 5 are white or black, but we do not known the exact rate of each one 21, 43, 30] . In robust Bayesian inference, to model uncertainty about a prior distribution 3, 22] .
To model con ict between several sources of information 52, 36] .
There is a variety of mathematical models for imprecise probability 53, 57] : comparative probability orderings 25, 26] , possibility measures 60, 23] , fuzzy measures 48, 58, 28] , belief functions 43, 47] , Choquet capacities 29, 14] , interval probabilities 59, 18] , convex sets of probabilities 13, 53, 19] . Among all these models we think that convex sets of probabilities is the most appropriate to represent and calculate with imprecise probabilities. We think that, because there is a speci c interpretation of numeric values 53, 55] and they are powerful enough to represent within the model the result of basic operations without having to do approximations that produces losses of information, as in interval probabilities 51] . Convex sets are a more general tool for representing unknown probabilities than intervals: there is always a convex set associated with a system of probabilistic intervals, but given a convex set there is not always a proper representation by using intervals. However, interval probabilities is the more natural way in which imprecise probabilities are present in practice. Then, in this paper we will assume that initial probability distributions are given with interval probabilities, but computations are carried out by considering their associated convex sets.
Some authors have considered the propagation of probabilistic intervals in graphical structures 24, 49, 1, 50] . However in the proposed procedures there is no guarantee that the calculated intervals are always the same as those obtained by using a global computation. In general, it can be said that the calculated bounds are wider than the exact ones. The problem is that exact bounds need a computation with the associated convex sets of probabilities. This is the approach followed by Cano, Moral and Verdegay-L opez 13] . In that paper they assume that there is a convex set of conditional probabilities for each con guration of parents variables in the dependence graph. They bring up the problem of calculating imprecise probabilities as a problem of propagation with convex sets of probability distributions. They give a model to compute such probabilities using local computations. However working with convex sets may be very ine cient: if we have n variables and each variable, X i , has as conditional information a convex set with h i extreme points, the propagation of convex set is of order O(K: Q n i=1 h i ), where K is the complexity of carrying out a simple probabilistic propagation. This is so, because convex sets propagation is equivalent to the propagation of all the global probabilities that can be obtained by choosing an exact conditional probability in each one of the convex sets.
Another possibility to solve the problem of propagating the convex sets associated to the intervals, is by using an approximate algorithm using combinatorial optimization techniques such as simulated annealing 7, 8] , genetic algorithms 9], and gradient techniques 16, 17] .
Probability trees (Cano, Moral y Salmer on 42, 11]) can be used to represent the probability potentials. In 11], these authors have used probability trees to propagate e ciently probabilities in Bayesian networks using a join tree when resources (memory and time) are limited. These algorithms obtain always a result, but when resources are low then results are approximated. Depending on the available time (or memory) the results will have a greater or smaller error.
In this paper we propose the use of probability trees to represent the convex sets associated to the intervals. Then, probability trees are used with a propagation algorithm to calculate an a posteriori convex set for a given variable of interest. From this a posteriori convex set we can obtain probability intervals for each case of this variable.
The paper is organized as follows: in section 2 we describe the problem of propagation of probabilities on Bayesian networks and how solve it using the variable elimination algorithm 33, 61, 20] ; section 3 is devoted to study the use of probability trees to represent potentials in a compact way and how they can represent context speci c independences; also, in this section we study how to build and how to operate with probability trees; in section 4 we shows basic notions about convex sets of probabilities and their relationships with probability intervals; in section 5 we show how to use probability trees in an approximate method of propagation with convex sets, a technique to eliminate non-extreme points in the a posteriori convex sets and a method to limit the error of the previous approximate method; section 6 described the experiments we have carried out to prove the approximate algorithm; nally section 7 shows the conclusions and future work.
Probabilities Propagation on Bayesian networks
A Bayesian network is a directed acyclic graph where each node represents a random variable, and the topology of the graph shows the independence relations among variables (see gure 1), according to the d-separation criterium 37]. Let X = fX 1 ; : : : ; X n g be the set of variables in the network. Assume each variable X i takes values on a nite set U i . For any set U, jUj stands for the number of elements it contains. If I is a set of indices, we will write X I for the set fX i ji 2 Ig. N = f1; : : : ; ng will denote the set of indices of all the variables in the network; thus, X N = X. We will denote by U I the Cartesian product Q i2I U i . Given x 2 U I and J I, x J will denote the element of U J obtained from x dropping the coordinates not in J. Following the general Shenoy and Shafer 45, 44] terminology a mapping from a set U I on 0; 1] will be called a valuation de ned on U I . In the probabilistic case valuations are known as potentials. Given two valuations, h 1 and h 2 , de ned on U I and U J , then the combination of h 1 and h 2 is a valuation h 1 h 2 de ned on U I J by means of pointwise multiplication:
where u #I is the element obtained from u by dropping the coordinates not in I.
If h is a valuation de ned on U I and J I, then the marginalization of h in J, h #J is calculated by addition:
If F(i) are the parents of X i in the graph, then we have a conditional probability represented by a valuation, p i , de ned on U i F(i) and such that p #F(i) i = h 0 , where h 0 is the identity mapping.
Given the independences encoded by the graph and a probability distribution p i for each node conditioned on its parents, then there is an unique joint probability given by:
An observation is the knowledge about the exact value X i = e i of a variable. The set of observations will be denoted by e, and called the evidence set. E will be the set of indices of the variables observed. Every observation, X i = e i , is represented by means of a valuation which is a Dirac function de ned on U i as i (x i ; e i ) = 1 if e i = x i , x i 2 U i , and i (x i ; e i ) = 0 if e i 6 = x i .
The goal of probability propagation is to calculate the`a posteriori' probability function p(x 0 k je), for every x 0 k 2 U k , where k 2 f1; : : : ; ng ? E.
If we have an evidence set e, then global conditional probability verify that,
In fact, we have the following equality:
The vector of values (p(x 0 k \ e) j x 0 k 2 U k ) will be denoted as R k . Propagation algorithms calculate the a posteriori probability functions p(x 0 k je) for each variable X k by doing a local computation. Suppose R is the set of all our initial valuations (conditional distributions and observations), and s(h) denotes the set of indices of variables for which h is de ned. The variable elimination algorithm is one of the more popular algorithm to obtain a posteriori information using local computations. 2 A probability tree can be used to represent a probability distribution, or in general any valuation for the set of variables X I . For example probability tree in gure 2 represents the conditional distribution of such gure. Figure 2: A conditional probability distribution and an associated probability tree A probability tree T on variables X I represents valuation h : U I ! IR if for each x I 2 U I the value h(x I ) is the number stored in the leaf node that is obtained starting at the root node and selecting for each inner node labeled with X i the child corresponding to coordinate x i . The valuation represented by tree T will be denoted by h T (x I ).
Probability trees are specially useful when there are regularities in probability distributions. These regularities can be used to make a compact representation of distributions. Regularities in distributions generate asymmetric independences also known as Context-speci c independence.
De nition 2 Context-speci c independence 5]
Let be X K a set of variables. A context on X K is an assignment of one value to each variable in X K , that is a con guration x K of variables in X K . Two contexts are incompatible if there exists a variable that is assigned di erent values in the contexts. They are compatible otherwise.
Let X I , X J , X L and X K be four disjoint sets of variables. X I and X J are independent given X L in context X K = x K , noted as I c (X I ; X J jX L ; X K = x K ), if P(X I jX L ; X J ; X K = x K ) = P(X I jX L ; X K = x K ) whenever P(X J ; X L ; X K = x K ) > 0. When X L is empty, one simply says that X I and X J are independent in context X K = x K . 2
As an example, in gure 2 we can see that I c (X 1 ; X 3 jX 2 = 2) but it is not true that I c (X 1 ; X 3 jX 2 = 1). Probability trees exploit these independences making the size of the representation more compact.
If T is a probability tree representing a valuation h on the set of variables X I , we will denote as V ar(T ) to the set of variables that label inner nodes in T . This set must obey that V ar(T ) X I .
De nition 3 Restricted tree Given a probability tree T , representing a valuation h on the set of variables X I , a set of variables X J X I , and a con guration x J 2 X J , T R(X J =u J ) denotes the restriction of T to the values of x J of the variables in X J , that is, the tree obtained by substituting in T every node corresponding to variables X k , k 2 J by subtrees T k children of X k corresponding to
For example, if T is the tree in gure 2, then T R(X 1 =1) is the probability tree shown in gure 3. Each node of the tree and in particular its leaves is characterized by a con guration of values X J = x J , where J I. The variables in X J are the variables in the path from the root to the node and the values of the variables correspond to the branches we have to follow to arrive to the node. Figure 3: A restricted probability tree T R(X 1 =1) being T the tree of gure 2 3.1 Constructing probability trees Cano and Moral 6] give a methodology to build a probability tree from a probability table. This methodology is used to represent conditional distribution of probabilities using trees, but it can be used to represent any valuation, in particular a convex set of probabilities. Cano and Moral 6] also propose a way of approximating potentials with limited size.
Given a potential over a set of variables X I , the goal is to get an associated tree, T , for . If the size of the tree is greater than a given maximum, we shall try to get the best approximation to by means of a tree T with size lower than that maximum. The approximation should contain the same normalization factor, i.e., P
If we denote by p T and p the probability distributions proportional to T and respectively, the distance from a tree T to a potential is measured by Kullback-Leibler's cross 
Proposition 1 6] Let be a potential over a set of variables X I , and J I. If a tree T is such that every leaf T R(X J =x) contains the value P y J =x (y)=jU I?J j, then T minimizes the cross entropy between any tree with the same normalization factor and the same structure 2 as T and . According to this proposition, given any structure T , the best approximation to a potential with that structure is achieved putting in each leaf the average of the values of for the con gurations of the variables leading to that leaf. The problem is that, in general, the construction of an optimal structure T is a combinatorial problem, di cult to solve.
Cano and Moral methodology 6] to build a probability tree is based in the methods for inducing classi cation rules from examples. One of these methods is Quinlan's ID3 algorithm 39] , that build a decision tree from a set of examples.
The process of constructing a tree consists of choosing, given a tree T with structure T , the branch to be expanded and the variable to be placed in the new node. This selection is done in such a way that the distance to the potential is minimized. If a leaf node in T is de ned by the values X J = x, we denote by T (X J = x; X k ) the structure obtained from T by expanding the leaf de ned by X J = x with the variable X k , and by T (X J = x; X k ) the corresponding tree. At each moment, both the branch and the variable are selected in order to minimize the distance to , that is, D(T (X J = x; X k ); ) = min fD(T (X J 0 = x 0 ; X k 0 ); )g; (8) where X J 0 = x 0 is a leaf of T and k 0 2 I ? J 0 .
The following proposition 6] shows an easy way of computing that minimum.
Proposition 2 The pair (X J = x; X k ) minimizing expression (8) is that one maximizing the measure of information Inf(X J = x; X k j ) = S X J =x (log jU k j ? log S X J =x ) ? E X k jX J = x]; (9) where S X J =x = The measure of information Inf(X J = x; X k j ) gives the distance from a tree T to a potential before and after expanding the branch X J = x with variable X k . The proposition above means that we must select branches leading to con gurations with high probability, and variables with small entropy. The reason is that expanding in this way, we shall obtain leaves with di erent and important probability values. This is very intuitive, since we are interested in representing only di erent values; very similar values can be represented by just one, corresponding to their average.
With this, a procedure to construct an exact tree is to select nodes maximizing function I. The procedure would nish when, for every branch X J = x, the values of are uniform, that is, (y) = (y 0 ) for all y; y 0 2 U I such that y J = y 0 J = x. That is, the idea is to include nodes until no new information is provided by adding new nodes.
For constructing an approximate tree, Cano and Moral 6] propose di erent alternatives.
One of the alternatives consists of adding nodes until an exact representation is obtained or a maximum number of nodes is reached.
Another option is to construct the entire tree and bound it afterwards. If T is such tree, a bounding consists of selecting a node such that all its children are leaves and replacing it and its children by one node containing the average of the values of the leaf nodes being removed. We have two ways of performing a bounding:
1. Remove nodes while a maximum is exceeded. The selection of a node will be determined by that pair (X J = x; X k ) minimizing the measure Inf(X J = x; X k j ), that is, the pair minimizing the increment of the distance to potential .
2. Remove nodes determined by pairs (X J = x; X k ) such that Inf(X J = x; X k j ) ; (10) where is a threshold for the increment of the distance. The bounding would nish when there are no more pairs verifying condition (10).
Operations with probability trees
Propagation algorithms require three operations over potentials: restriction, combination and marginalization. In this section we describe the algorithms proposed by Cano and Moral 10] for performing these operations. Kozlov and Koller 31] and Salmer on, Cano and Moral 11] also provide procedures to carry out the basic operations on trees, but they take the structure on one of the trees as basis and start branching it according to the structure of the other tree. Here the structures of both trees will be mixed. This is more appropriate if we carry out an approximate computation.
The Restriction operation is trivial, and it has been already described in de nition 3. Thus, we shall concentrate on combination and marginalization:
Given a tree T associated to a potential over a set of variables X I , we denote by Var(T ) the set of variables corresponding to inner nodes in T . It must hold that Var(T ) X I .
Given two trees T 1 and T 2 associated to potentials 1 and 2 respectively, the following algorithm computes a tree associated to = 1 2 (combination). iv. Otherwise,
We will denote the combination of trees by symbol . With this, the algorithm above returns a tree T r = T 1 T 2 . Given a tree T associated to a potential de ned over a set of variables X I , the following algorithm computes a tree associated with #(I?fig) , with i 2 I. That is, it removes variable X i form T . Algorithm 3 MARGINALIZE(T ,X i ) 1 . Let L be the label of the root node of T .
2. Create a tree node T r initially without label. 3. Let L 1 ; : : : ; L j be the labels of the roots of T R(X k =x 1 ) ; : : :, T R(X k =x j ) , with j = jU k j. 2
In the algorithm above, we have used two lists, L c for combination and L m for addition of trees in marginalization. Each node ffT 1 ; T 2 g; T ; X i g of L c , represents two subtrees that must be combined, storing the result in T and placing as root label variable X i . Analogously, each node ffT 1 ; : : : ; T j g; T ; X i g of L m contains j subtrees that must be added, storing the result in T and labeling the root node with variable X i .
The operations described above are exact, that is, they do not limit the size of the resulting tree. However, for exact computations a recursive algorithm is simpler and has a similar complexity. This way of organizing computations in which we keep a list of remaining computations that are scattered in di erent parts of the result tree, is more appropriate for approximate computations. Di erent procedures are obtained according to the selected variable to be placed as root of the subtrees combination or addition, and according to the way we extract elements from lists L c or L m . The idea consists of placing the most informative variables at the top of the tree, or making rst the most important computations. This is achieved if at every step the tree is expanded by the branches minimizing the distance to the resulting potential.
To determine the variable to be placed in the root of the result tree, all the variables of the trees we are operating with could be considered. But this is very time consuming and in our experiments we have only evaluated the roots of each one of the combined trees. We have assumed that if these trees have been correctly built, then these are really the most informative variables in each one of them.
In the case of constructing a tree from a probability table we have computed a measure of information for each possible variable X k that can be put in each possible branch X J = x.
This information was calculated in an exact way, because we had the exact potential (the probability table) . Now, we do not have the exact potential when we build the tree, resulting of combining two trees or marginalizing a variable in a tree. The exact potential is just what we are computing. So, the best we can do is to take an estimation of the information value in the following way 6]:
1. Combination. Let 1 and 2 be the potentials to be combined. The information value of a variable X k in a branch X J = x is measured as:
2. Marginalization. Let be the potential to be marginalized over I ? fig. The information value of a variable X k in a branch X J = x is measured as:
According to this, we have two alternatives to get approximate results for a given size threshold:
Once the threshold is surpassed, each of the remaining branches (those determined by the elements of L c or L m ) is approximated carrying out the corresponding operation in the average of all the values corresponding to that branch. For example, in the case of combination, we must add to condition in step 5 of algorithm 4 the checking that the maximum size has not been reached. When the maximum size is reached, list L c contains several elements. Each one of these elements represents two trees that must be combined putting the result at a leaf of the output tree. To do that, we approximate each one of these trees by it average value, and we put the product of such values in the corresponding leaf of the output tree. The case of marginalization is solved in the same way, but now product is replaced by addition. Generate the entire tree and bound it afterwards, in the same way as when constructing a new tree. 4 Basic notions about convex set of probability distributions
Assume that we have a population and a n-dimensional variable (X 1 ; X 2 ; : : : ; X n ) de ned on , and such that each X i takes its values on a nite set U i . In previous section we have seen that an information about the variables in I was a conditional probability distribution of a node giving its parents in the graph. Now, a piece of information relating the variables in I will be a closed and convex set, H, of mappings:
with a nite set of extreme points. Every mapping is given by the vector of values (p(u)) u2U I . For example gure 4 shows graphically using a system of triangular coordinates, a convex set for variable X with tree possible values (u 1 ; u 2 ; u 3 ). This convex set have four extreme points (p 1 ; p 2 ; p 3 ; p 4 ). If H is a convex set of mappings on U I , with extreme points, Ext (H) = fp 1 ; : : : ; p k g, and J I then the marginalization of H to J is the convex set given by, H #J = CH fp #J 1 ; : : : ; p #J k g (13) If H is a convex set of mappings in U I , and H 0 is a convex set in U J , with Ext(H) = 
If H is a convex set of mappings in U I , and H 0 is a convex set in U J , then H \ H 0 (intersection) is the convex set of mappings p de ned on U I J verifying that p #I 
Propagation of Convex Sets of Probabilities
The propagation of convex sets of probabilities is completely analogous to the propagation of probabilities. The procedures are the same. Here, we only describe the main di erences. More details can be found in 13]. Now, valuations are convex sets of possible probabilities, with a nite number of extreme points. A conditional valuation is a convex set of conditional probability distributions. An observation of a value for a variable will be represented in the same way as in the probabilistic case.
The combination of two convex sets of mappings is the convex hull of the set obtained by combining a mapping of the rst convex set with a mapping of the second convex set (repeating the probabilistic combination for all the points of the two convex sets).
The marginalization of a convex set is de ned by marginalizing each of the mappings of the convex set.
With these operations, we can carry out the same propagation algorithms as in the probabilistic case. The formulae are the same, but now a valuation is a convex set (represented by its extreme points) and the operations of combination and marginalization are the same as in the probabilistic case repeated for all the extreme points of the operated sets.
The result of the propagation for a variable, X k , will be a convex sets of mappings from U k in 0; 1]. For the sake of simplicity assume that this variable has two values: x 1 k ; x 2 k . The result of the propagation is a convex set on IR 2 of the form of Figure 5 and that will called R k . Points of this convex set, R k , are obtained in the following way: If P is a global probability distribution, formed selecting a xed probability for each convex set, then associated to this probability, we shall obtain a point (t 1 ; t 2 ) 2 R k where, t 1 = P(x 1 k \ e) t 2 = P(x 2 k \ e) (15) and e is the given evidence or family of observations. The projection of the point (t 1 ; t 2 ) on the line t 1 + t 2 = 1 is equivalent to dividing by P(e) and gives rise to a normalized probability distribution: P(x i k je) = t i =(t 1 + t 2 ); i = 1; 2.
So, the nal intervals a; b] associated to x i k can be calculated in the following way: a = infft i =(t 1 + t 2 ) j (t 1 ; t 2 ) 2 R k g b = supft i =(t 1 + t 2 ) j (t 1 ; t 2 ) 2 R k g (16) That is, the interval given by the in mum and supremum of the conditional probabilities. This conditioning does not take into account the likelihood information, but it is the most used in the literature. In this paper, we try to calculate uncertainty intervals calculated according to this conditioning.
Convex sets and intervals
As we mentioned in the introduction we try to solve the problem of propagation in dependence graphs where each initial conditional information is given by an interval of probability instead of an exact value of probability. The problem is that intervals of probability is a less general model than convex sets of probabilities 21, 12] . The reason is that in the interval probabilities model we only know the bounds for events and for convex sets we can specify bounds for every linear combination of the probabilities of the elementary events. However, we can obtain the convex sets associated to the initial informations (interval of probabilities), and then doing computations using these convex sets and nally obtain the associated a posteriori intervals.
Intervals are a particular case of general restrictions. If we have a variable X taking values on a nite set U, then a convex set of probabilities, H, can be given by a set of linear restrictions, R. Each element in r 2 R is an inequality: r X u2U u :p(u) (17) For a convex set, H, we can use the representation given by a nite set of points including its extreme points or the one given by a nite set of restrictions de ning it. In both cases it is preferable for the representation to be minimal. That is that the points are the extreme points and that the set of restrictions is minimal. In this work we will use the representation given by a nite set of points because is more appropriate for the operations (marginalization and combination) we need to do with convex sets.
In general, to obtain the extreme points of the convex set associated to a set of probability intervals we can used the following algorithm. In this algorithm it is assumed that U = fu 1 ; : : : ; u n g. Prob is a list of the extreme probabilities found so far, and p is the current partial probability (this means that (u i ) p(u i ) (u i ); 8i, but not necessarily the restriction P i p(u i ) = 1). Expl is a list of nodes already explored, and is the amount of probability that is not assigned yet: 1 ? P i p(u i ).
The initializations steps are: This algorithm uses an implicit search tree where each node is a partial probability and a child node represents a re nement of its parent node by increasing one component p(u i ).
The leaf nodes are the extreme probabilities. Suppose X I = fX 1 ; : : : ; X k g is a set of random variables taking values on the nite set U I = U 5 Using probability trees in the propagation of convex sets
In this section we see how to use probability trees to make propagation of convex set more e cient. To do that, we can represent each initial conditional convex set H Y jX I with a probability tree. Then, we can apply the same propagation algorithm described in section 2 for the probabilistic case.
To use probability trees in the propagation of convex sets, we can do a transformation of the problem on an equivalent one. For each variable X i , originally we give a valuation for this node conditioned to its parents. This valuation is a convex set of conditional probability distributions, h i = fp 1 ; : : : ; p l g. Then, we add a new node, T i , with l cases f1; : : : ; lg. This node is made a parent of variable X i in the dependence graph. On this node we consider that all the probability distributions are possible, that is, the valuation for this node is a convex set with l extreme points, each one degenerated in one of the possible cases of T i . Now, the probability of X i given its parents is an unique and determined probability distribution. If F(X i ) are the original parents of X i then the conditional probability of X i given F(X i ) T i is determined in the following way: Given T i = k then the conditional probability of X i given F(X i ) is p k . It can be veri ed that the structure of the problem does not change with this transformation. The only thing that has been done is that our lack of knowledge about the conditional probabilities is now explicit with the help of an additional node expressing all the possible conditional probability distributions. Nothing is known about this node. We suppose that the domain of T will be U T . Also, if T takes n possible values then we suppose that U T = f1; : : : ; ng. A rst approximation to use probability trees will be to put the transparent variable T at the root of the probability tree. This variable T will have as many cases as points have our representation of H Y jX (four points in the example 2). Each child of this node will be the probability tree that represents each one of the points of H Y jX . In gure 6 we can see the probability tree that represents the extreme points of H Y jX . In this probability tree an extreme point is found xating T to one of its possible values. 
Then, a compact probability tree can be built putting the variables of X I in the upper levels Figure 6: Probability tree that represents H Y jX in example 2 of the tree, and then the corresponding transparent variable. A leaf node of this provisional probability tree represents a con guration u I of X I . Next, for each leaf node, we put the transparent variable T u I associated to the con guration u I that this leaf node represents. Finally, each T u I will have as many children as extreme points has H Y jX I =u I . Each one of these children will be the tree that represents one of the extreme points of H Y jX I =u I . Figure   7 shows the probability tree built so far, for convex set of example 2. This new probability tree only needs 8 real number to represent the same information as the tree of gure 6.
In this new tree a point of the global convex set H Y jX I can be found xating all transparent nodes T u I to one of its values. 
Using probability trees to eliminate non-extreme points
In section 4.1 we have seen that the result of a propagation algorithm with convex sets of probabilities for a variable X k is a convex set of mappings from U k in 0; 1]. We have denoted this convex set with R k . If we use probability trees to represent every convex set in the propagation algorithm, then R k will be represented with a probability tree T k , too. See gure 8 as an example of the probability tree T k representing the result of a propagation algorithm for a variable X with two possibles values fu 1 ; u 2 g. Variables of T k will be X k and a set of transparent variables T K . Table 1 : Points from probability tree of gure 8
Extreme points of R k can be obtained from T k , xating each one of the transparent variables (parameters) in T k to a value. In this way, it is possible to obtain the same point more than once. Furthermore, some of these points will be non-extreme points because they can be obtained from a lineal combination of other points. For example, table 1 shows the points obtained from probability tree of gure 8. This table shows that point (0:2; 0; 4; 0:25) appears at the third and fourth row, and point (0:3; 0:4; 0:25) appears at the seventh and eighth row. Repeated points appear because the tree can be expressing asymmetric independences that table can not express. For example, probability tree of gure 8 shows that I c (X; T 3 jT 2 = 2). Table 1 can re ect this independence, and points (0:2; 0; 4; 0:25) and (0:3; 0:4; 0:25) will appear twice. Table 1 We have designed an algorithm which solves the two previous problems (repeated points, and non-extreme points that are lineal combination of others). This algorithm can be decomposed in tree di erent situations. Suppose we have a probability tree T k representing the a posteriori convex set for variable X k of a propagation algorithm.
In rst situation, suppose X k is at the root node of T k (then the rest of variables will be transparent). Furthermore, suppose there are not common transparent variables among children trees of the root.
Probability tree of gure 8 verify these conditions. In this situation, we can obtain a simpler probability tree T 0 k representing the same a posteriori convex set, with the following algorithm:
Algorithm 7 Find1SimplerTree(T k ) Input: A probability tree T k with target variable X k at the root node and with no common transparent variables among children of the root.
Return: A simpler probability tree T 0 k representing the same a posteriori information. If we apply algorithm 7 to tree of gure 8 then we obtain the simpler tree of gure 9. From the tree of gure 9 we obtain points of table 2 instead of those of table 1. In a second situation, suppose X k is also at the root node of T k , but now we have common transparent variables among children of the root node. In gure 10 we can see a probability tree verifying this situation. Table 3 : Points of the a posteriori convex set obtained with trees of gure 11
For example, if we apply algorithm 8 to tree of gure 10 we will obtain trees of gure 11. From these two trees we obtain the points of table 3
In the third situation variable X k can appear at any node of T k . For example, tree in gure 12 represent a general situation. The algorithm that solve this general situation do a depth traversal of T k starting at the root node. The output of this algorithm is a set of equivalent and simpler probabilities trees. The traversal is stopped in a branch under two conditions. First, if a leaf node is visited, labeled with a real number r. This means that we have found a point (r; : : : ; r) corresponding to a uniform distribution. In this case, we add a tree with only one node labeled with r to the set of output trees. Second, if variable X k is found then we call to algorithm 8 with the subtree in which X k is the root obtaining a set of equivalent and simpler trees.
The algorithm that solve the general situation is the following:
Algorithm 9 Find3SimplerTrees(T k ) Input: A probability tree T k with a set of transparent variables and variable X k . Return: A set Set T 0 k of simpler probability trees T 0 k representing the same a posteriori convex set for X k . Table 4 : Points of the a posteriori convex set of gure 12
Transformations of this section can be applied in intermediate steps of propagation. In these steps we have a set of valuations each one represented with a probability tree. When we have a probability tree T in which one of its subtrees have only transparent variables, then we can transform T on a new tree T 0 in which the subtree is replaced by a transparent node with two children labeled with the min and the max values of the old subtree. In practice, we have proved that this transformation in intermediate steps of propagation reduce enormously the amount of non-extreme points in the a posteriori convex set.
Getting and bounding the error of approximate intervals
In section 3 we have seen how to work with approximate probability trees in the probabilistic case, getting a posteriori approximate information. This allows to solve in an approximate way more di cult problems than with the use of exact trees. In that section we have seen how to use probability trees to propagate convex sets of probabilities. Approximated probability trees can also be used to propagate convex sets of probabilities. Approximations can be done when we build the tree from the original informations, that is, conditional informations found in the dependence graph. Also, approximations can be done in operations with valuations: marginalization and combination. In both cases, approximations will be done using the same criterium as in the probabilistic case (proposition 2). Also, proposition 1 will be used to calculate the value that approximate a given subtree. In this section we see how to give a bound on the resulting errors when we use approximate probability trees in the propagation of convex sets of probabilities.
To bound the resulting errors, we used two new values at each leaf node in probability trees. If previously we have only a value r 2 IR, now we add the values r min ; r max 2 IR at each leaf node. These values inform us about the interval in which the true value can oscillate. When a branch of the tree has not been approximated then r min , r max and r will be equals. But when it is approximated then r will be between r min and r max . Let see how to calculate r min and r max when we build a tree from original information, when we combine two trees and when we do a marginalization on a tree.
Construction of trees:
In this case approximation is done when several values in the true valuation are substituted by only one value r in the tree, according with proposition 1. Let be h a valuation on a set of variables X I . Suppose we are building a tree T for h and we are going to approximate a set of values of h with only one value r. Denote this set of values as h R(X J =u J ) , meaning the restriction of valuation h to con guration X J = u J , that is, the values in h compatibles with con guration X J = u J . Then, according to proposition 1, r will be calculate as the average of h R(X J =u J ) . r min and r max will be calculated as:
Combination of trees: Suppose we are going to combine two trees T 1 and T 2 . In section 3 we have studied two method for doing an approximated combination of these trees:
{ Generate entire resulting tree and prune afterwards to the desired size. In this case, at each leaf node r, r min and r max will be calculated as in the construction of the tree.
{ Stop expanding the resulting tree at a given size. Suppose then that at a leaf of the output tree we must put result of product of T i and T j , but we do not have more space. Then at that leaf node we put an approximate real number r calculated as it was explained at the end of section 3. r min and r max are calculated as:
r min = min r min (T i ) min r min (T j ) r min = max r max (T i ) max r max (T j ) (21) where r min (T ) and r max (T ) represent respectively the set of r min and r max values of tree T .
See example 3 how these approximations are done.
Marginalization in trees: Again we have the same two possibilities. In both cases the solution is completely analogous to combination, replacing product by addition.
Example 3 Getting r min and r max in combination of trees Suppose the output tree, resulting from combining two trees T 1 and T 2 , has reached the maximum size. At this moment the output tree is shown at the left of gure 13. After doing the approximation we obtain the output tree in right part of gure 13. Figure 13 : Left tree represents an un nished output tree resulting from combining two trees and right tree represents the same tree after doing the approximations.
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After applying a propagation algorithm we obtain a tree as it of gure 14. From this tree we can obtain two kind of intervals for each case of the target variable:
Those obtained with the set of points extracted with the r values of leaf nodes, and using formula 16. These intervals will be in general approximated intervals. The set of points are extracted from the tree using algorithms detailed in section 5.1.
Those obtained using the r min and r max values. Figure 14 : An output tree obtained as result of a propagation algorithm using approximated operations.
Then, let see how to get a set of points from the r min and r max values of leaf nodes of an output probability tree. To do that, we can apply the same algorithms described in section 
The intervals obtained with r min and r max values will be wider than those obtained with the r values, and are useful to bound its error, that it approximated and exact intervals will be contained into these intervals.
Experimental results
To study the behavior of our propagation algorithm using approximated probability trees to carry out the operations we have done some experiments using four independence graphs: Boerlage92 4], Boblo 40, 41] , Car Starts and Alarm 2]. These graphs can be found in the literature for the probabilistic case. That is, at each node we have a conditional probability distribution. Propagation on these networks is not very di cult from a probabilistic point of view. We have transformed each probability p on a probability interval randomly chosen.
This make the problem of exact propagation very di cult to solve, because it is equivalent to do a tremendous number of probabilistic propagations: 9:007199 10 15 in Boerlage92, 4:529848 10 8 in Boblo, 5:242888 10 5 in Car Starts and 1:713495 10 93 in Alarm. To transform each probability p into an interval we use the next procedure: for each p we select an uniform number r from the interval 0; maxfp; 1?p; dg] being d 1 a given threshold (we have used d = 0:1). Then p is transformed into the interval p?r; p+r]. This way of selecting the interval assures that p ? r 0. Also when p = 0:0 or p = 1:0 we will obtain respectively 0:0; 0:0] or 1:0; 1:0]. We have used variables elimination algorithm (algorithm 1) applied to the case of convex set of probabilities. In the experiments, combination and marginalization are done using di erent maximum sizes for the output probability trees. Depending on the way we have performed these operations we distinguish two kind of experiments:
PropWithTD1: Combination and marginalization are done by constructing the output tree to a given threshold size. PropWithTD3: Combination and marginalization are done in an exact way, pruning then to a given threshold size. Experiments have been run on an Intel Pentium II (400 MHz) computer with 384MB of RAM and operating system Linux RedHat with kernel 2.0.36. Algorithms have been implemented in C language.
Propagation algorithm gives us an output probability tree as it of gure 14. From the output tree we have calculated two set of points using algorithms described in section 5.1:
Those obtained with the r values. From these points we can obtain an approximate interval l; u] for each case of the variable of interest using formula 16. Those obtained with the r min and r max values. From these points we obtain again an interval l min ; u max ] for each case of the variable of interest, that bounds the error in previous approximated intervals. These intervals are calculated again using formula 16 . 
Results Discussion
Experimental work demonstrated that the problem of propagation with probability intervals is very di cult to solve in an exact way. Approximate algorithm presented in this paper allows always obtain a result, if we use method PropWithTD1 to carry out operations. With PropWithTD3 sometimes (when the problem is too di cult) it is not possible to obtain any result. This is so because this method needs to do an exact calculation of result of operations, pruning the result afterward, and it is possible that this intermediate operation would be too complex for our computer (it does not have enough memory to carry out such exact computation).
Another obvious conclusion is that approximations will be best if we use larger probability trees.
There are some simple problems ( gures 15,17) in which approximated results are quite good, getting exact intervals with probability trees of a size relatively small.
In other more complex problems ( gures 16, 18, 19 ) the approximate propagation algorithm obtain bad results: intervals l; u] are too small, while l min ; u max ] are too big ( 0; 1] in some cases). Nevertheless, this algorithm will obtain better results if our computer would have more memory.
Conclusions
In this work we have adapted an algorithm that propagates with probability distributions to the case of interval of probabilities. Intervals are transformed into convex sets of probabilities, to carry out operations without loosing information. Convex sets of probabilities are represented using probability trees with the help of transparent variables. We have presented some techniques that make propagation even more e cient exploiting asymmetric independences among transparent variables. Also, we have study a technique to eliminate non-extreme points from the output of a propagation algorithm. This technique can also be applied in intermediates steps of propagation. Finally in the experimental work we have proved our propagation algorithm using approximated operations with probability trees. This allow to solve di cult problems in an approximate way. (table 12) .
